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Abstract
The analysis and simulation of the motion of a digitally-controlled digital
imaging system is presented. The dynamic system consists of a scanning
carriage, power transmission elements, a prime mover, and a control
subsystem. The prime mover is a permanent magnet DC motor that is
positioned by a direct digital control system. The scan carriage motion is
mathematicallymodeled and simulated using ACSL and DADS simulation
software. T he simulation results are compared to empirical data. It is shown
that the dynamic response of the actual scan system can be predicted quite
well using such simulations. Furthermore, these simulations can aid in the
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I INTRODUCTION
Digital scanners are taking on an ever - increasing role as input devices to
computer-based systems. As typical optical disk storage capacities exceed 1
Gigabyte and desktop publishing equipment rivals print shop quality, digital
scanners are becoming a popular computing accessory for data storage, and
image manipulation purposes. Acting as a link between the paper and
electronic worlds, the input scanner creates an electronic image of the paper
original which is then processed according to the user's requirements.
Downstream processing may include intelligent character recognition for text
input and subsequent word processing applications, enhancement for image
input, or file compression for archival storage purposes.
The operation of any digital scanning device requires three basic building
blocks as shown in Figure 1 . The first and most important block contains the
image sensor and optical system. Together these elements convert the light
and dark portionsof the original image into individual picture elementsor
pixels. Charged coupled semiconductor devices (CCD's) are typically used as
image sensors in many scanners on the market today. The second building
block assures that the image sensor physically scans the input to create a two
dimensional map of the original. This motion can be achieved by moving the
image sensor or the input document relative to the other using a variety of
drive transmission schemes. The last step is then to process the two
dimensional pixel bitmap into useful data. Depending upon the downstream
application of the electronic image, this step can involve very elaborate















1 Image Sensing Subsystem
3 Image Processing
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FIGURE 1 : Building Blocks of a Digital Scanning Device
The two dimensional map of pixels formed by scanning the image may be
conveniently thought of as a group of parallel but separate scan lines each
containing a line of pixels imaged at an instant in time. The lines oriented
parallel to a scan line are said to lie in the fast-scan direction, because in this
direction the pixels are imaged more rapidly. This is the direction
perpendicular to the motion of the imaging carriage or paper process
direction. The slow-scan direction is defined as that which is perpendicular to
the fast-scan direction and is in the direction of motion of the carriage. In
practice, scanlines are also referred to as raster lines, a term borrowed from
the scanning lines of a cathode ray tube. The above definitions are illustrated
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FIGURE 2: Imaging Definitions
Image distortion can occurwhen either the fast or slow-scan rates are not
constant. Perturbations of scan rates in either direction cause pixels to be
imaged incorrectly and as a result create local variations in the reflectance of
the image. Random fluctuations in one direction cause one dimensional
disturbances in the recorded image. This phenomenon is termed
"banding"
and typically refers to image distortion caused by disturbanceswhich occur in
the process direction. Banding in scanned images refers to the fluctuations
or vibrations in the relative slow-scan rate between the original image and
image sensor and appear as one-dimensional distortions in the resulting
output image. Thus, to faithfully reproduce an input and keep customer
perceptions of scanning devices favorable, vibrations in the slow-scan
direction must be kept below perceptible limits [2-3] .
To avoid such errors in the image, the main objective of scan mechanism
design must be to provide a smooth, i.e. constant, slow-scan velocity.
However, friction, system dynamics and other disturbances cause velocity
fluctuations and vibrations which must be attenuated if image distortions are
to be minimized. The use of feedback to control slow-scan motion is usually a
necessity, but even with the added robustness of a control system, vibration
and image motion problems can still be present. Additionally, downstream
processing and image output devices can either magnify or attenuate these
errors and like consideration must be given to these additional devices. Thus
some questions remain, namely, how to determine the perceptible level of
slow-scan motion error and what is an acceptable level of vibration?
Much of the published work relating to perceptibility and motion
requirements is concerned with printing or output devices, specifically
xerographic laser printers Ml. However, the psycophysical experiments used
to determine human vision sensitivity to image defects are still applicable to
input scanning devices.
Visual perceptual phenomena are highly dependent upon a variety of factors.
Variations in exposure duration, illumination, viewing distance, image
resolution and contrast can affect the eye's ability to detect image errors and
significantly shift perceptibility thresholds. A full discussion of these
parameters, the eye's structure, and the psychology of perception is beyond
the scope of this work. The reader is directed to the appropriate references
[4-
71 for more detailed information on these subjects.
When imaging a specific pattern, if groups of scanlines are imaged more
closely together or farther apart, the average reflectance of that region
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FIGURE 3: Contrast Sensitivity of the Human Eye to SquareWave Gratings 8
periodic one-dimensional brightness fluctuations and contrast sensitivity of
the human vision system related to local frequency is depicted in Figure 3.
Hilz'swork presents the eye as most sensitive (with respect to background
luminance) in the discrimination of line gratings with a periodicity of 0.6to
1 .2 cyc/mm (assuming a 300mm viewing distance). Bestenreiner et al IU
reinforce the supposition that the detectability of line lattice interference
structures in recorded images relies upon the contrast of the lattice, the
luminosity of the background and the spatial frequency of the lattice.












FIGURE 4: Perceptibility Threshold of Edge Raggedness 8
detection and degree of raggedness, also supports the presence of frequency
select channels in the eye which might be appropriate for describing the
detectability and thresholds of edge raggedness. Figure 4 depicts the
maximum amplitude of a sinusoidal tangential edge verses its spatial
frequency based upon a viewing distance of 400mm. This result reinforces
Hilz'
findings and describes the eye as most sensitive to errors of spatial
frequencies in the 0.5 - 1 .2 cyc/mm range.
The previous findingsM-9] and Figures 3 and 4 reinforce the inclination to
develop a steady-state motion specification for input scanning deviceswith
the spatial or temporal frequency of the motion as the independent variable
and the threshold amplitude in units of displacement as the dependent
variable. Replotting Figure 4 on a log-log scale (see Figure 5), several
regions can be identified and a linear approximation can be used to delineate
the threshold values of perceptible error. Furthermore, since the curve
indicates threshold values (i.e. errors with amplitudes above the curve are
noticible to an observer) , dividing the threshold by a safety factor of 2 yields a
specification which may be an appropriate design goal.
Realizing that the measurement of motion is an inevitable task, it is
appropriate to express the perceptibility threshold in terms of velocity error
(as shown in Figure 6) to account for different sensor types. Refer to
Appendix A for the conversion from a displacement-based perceptibility
threshold to a velocity-based perceptibility threshold.
The motion requirements and thresholds for many commercial scanning
devices reflect the scanning resolution and often take into consideration the
anticipated output or hardcopy devices. For example, a xerographic laser
printing process will tend to







FIGURE 5: Motion Error Detectability - Threshold Design Goal
requirements are typically very stringent to allow for this uncertainty. It
should be noted here that the derivation of the specification curves is






































FIGURE 6: Velocity Error Design Goal
In light of the above discussion, the characterization of the scanning system
and measurement of motion are the main goals in an analysis and design of a
scanning system. The
motion goals defined in Figures 5 and 6 are the
specifications. Mathematical modeling and simulation tools can be used to
predict the behavoirof a system before any hardware is constructed. These
results must of course be scrutinized before presenting them as the final
analysis. Experimental verification of any simulation is prudent and often a
necessity. The goal of thiswork then is to discuss the basic operation of a
particular scanning system, perform the analysis and simulations to predict
the characteristics of that system and finally, to verify these predictions with
experimental data.
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II CONTROL SYSTEM PRELIMINARIES
It is appropriate to engage in a general discussion of the mathematics and
basic principles of control systems that will be required in the simulation
process. Control systems are used in a wide variety of applications to enable a
desired performance of a dynamic system under changing conditions and are
generally lumped into two categories - open and closed loop systems. Open
loop (nonfeedback) systems are less robust and are easily affected by external
disturbances. A closed loop system, on the other hand, uses feedback to
monitor the output and is able to compensate for external disturbances.
Feedback can also be used to improve the linearity of a system and enables it
to be more robust in rejecting external disturbances.












Figure 7:Basic Components of a Closed Loop Control System
plant defines the process or system which is to be controlled and may contain
any number of
controllable variables. To obtain optimal performance from
the plant, the controllable
variables are monitored and
11
adjusted accordingly. Feedback is provided by sensors which monitor the
variables that affect the performance of the plant. The compensation unit
makes a comparison between the required output and feedback from the
plant, determines if the error between them iswithin acceptable limits and
then adjusts the control signals to the plant to achieve the actual output.
To examine how closed loop control systems can improve the linearity of a















Figure 8b: Nonlinear Elementwith Feedback
relationship for nonlinear element G in Figure 8a is R
= C2 Figure 8b shows
the same nonlinear element with a unity gain feedback loop element H
(H = 1). The equation for the output R, in terms of the input C for the closed









Substituting 2.2 and 2.3 for E and F in equation 2.1 and rearranging yields:
R = CG (2.4)
(1 + GH)
Figure 9 plots both the open loop and closed loop outputs verses the input C.
The output R of the closed loop case is more linear and follows the input C









Another feature of using closed loop control is that if designed properly, the
system may be less sensitive to plant variations. If the term GH in the
denominator of equation 2.4 is made to be such that GH> >1, then the






R ~ C_ (2.6)
H
IfGH>>1,then variations in G will have little or no affect on the ability of
the control system to effectively control the process G as shown by 2.6.
The Laplace Transform and Transfer Functions
Another tool that is used when analyzing and modeling linear control systems
is the Laplace transform. This is the main mathematical tool of the control
system designer because it simplifies the manipulation of transfer functions.
The Laplace transform relates a function of time f(t) to a function F(s) where
the variable, s, is in general a complex quantity. The transform is defined by
the definite integral
F(s) = /. { f(t) > = 0/-f(t)e-stdt (2.7)
The main advantage of the transform is that differentiation and integration
operations are changed into simple algebraic operations.
Consider the block diagram in the top portion of Figure 10. The generic
function H can represent any mathemathical relationship between the input
and output. The function H could be a constant value indicating a linear
relationship, a first-order pole or a complex nonlinear function. Applying
the Laplace transform to the relations depicted by this block diagram we









SYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION rRANSFORMED RESPONSE
Figure 10: Block Diagram - Transfer Function
y(s) = H(s)x(s) (2.8)
Once the transfer function is manipulated to the proper form in the s domain,
the response y(t) of the system to an excitation x(t) may be recovered by the
inverse Laplace Transformation of y(s) represented by:
y(t) =
Z.-1 {y(s)} = M { H(s) x(s) } (2.9)
Equation 2.9 can be used to derive the response of any linear time-invariant
system subjected to an arbitrary excitation. The Laplace transform of the








where the mean-value theorem has been used. Inserting x(s) = 8(s) =1 and
y(t) = h(t) into 2.10, we obtain
h(t) = M {H(s)} (2.12)
Thus the impulse response function, h(t), of a constant coefficient linear
system is equal to the inverse Laplace transformation of the transfer function.
Furthermore, the unit impulse and transfer function represent a Laplace
transform pair. Tables of transform pairs, applicable fundamentals, and
theorems of Laplace transform theory can be found in References 10-1 3 and






Minor Loop reduced to single block
Figure 11b: Block Diagram Reduction
Block diagrams are very useful when modeling linear systems, however the
analysis can get cumbersome for a system with many blocks. The reduction of
a large system is accomplished using equation 2.4. The minor feedback loop
shown in Figure 1 1a can be reduced to the single transfer function block
16
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Figure 11a: Minor Loop Feedback
shown in Figure 11b. Further reduction of the remaining loop in Figure 11b
is represented by:
R = Gi G2G3
1 + G2G3H2 + G1G2G3H1
(2.13)
Control Laws
The control logic elements incorporated into the compensation unit are
designed to act upon the error signal to produce the control or compensation
signal. The algorithm that carries out the production of the control signal is
the control law or compensation action. The main control objectives are to
minimize steady state error, minimize settling time and achieve other
transient specifications such as minimizing the maximum overshoot. Two
control laws that form the basis of many control systems are two-position and
proportional control. As the name implies, two-position control is either fully
on or fully off, depending upon the magnitude of the error. Proportional
control implements a control signal proportional to the error signal to correct
the response.
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Other control law features are possible by further mathematical manipulation
of the error signal. By using the derivative and/or integration of the error
signal in conjunction with proportional control, many other types of control
are possible. The transfer function X(s) for a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller is given by
X(s) = M(sl = KP + Ki + KDs (2.14)
E(s) s
where Kp, K|, and Kq are the proportional,integral, and derivative constants
respectively. The constants Kp, K|, and KD must be chosen carefully to avoid
instability and to yield an optimal response. References 10 and 12 explain the
advantages of using various types of control for first and second order
systems.
DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
Digital control systems are fundamentally different from continuous systems
in that a digital computer is used to perform the control logic operations that
are required to act upon the error signal. Thus sampling of a continuous
variable and the generation of a digital compensation signal represent a
fundamental departure from the continuous system analysis discussed so far.
The respective effects upon system dynamics require careful attention. The
sampling period and type of control must be selected properly to prevent
aliasing of the variables and possible
instability.
The control system diagram changes slightly with the introduction of the
digital computer and additional interfaces must be supplied so that this
18
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Figure 12: Digital Control System
12. The interface at the input of the computer is an analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter, and is required to convert the continuous error signal to a form
that is readable by the computer. At the output end is a digital-to-analog
(D/A) converter that converts the digital compensation signal into a form
necessary to drive the plant. The main difference from a continuous system is
that some portion of the loop, namely the control logic, is implemented
digitally.
Discrete Time Systems
Sampling a continuous signal can be represented by the closing and opening
of a switch as shown in Figure 13. The continuous signal y (t) is sampled
uniformly every T seconds to yield the
discrete time representation y*(t). The
sampled sequence y*(t) may be represented by a train of unit impulse
functions occuring at sampling time kT, each having a strength equal to the









Figure 13: Uniform Samplerwith Period T
y*(t) = y(0)8(t) + y(T)8(t T) + y(2T)8(t-2T) +
= E y (iT) 8(t - iT) fori = 0,1, ., N (2.15)
The sampler represented in Figure 1 3 does not exist in real control systems
because the impulse funtion exists only for a brief instant of the sampling
interval T. For the remainder of the sampling interval the value of the discrete
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Figure 14: Samplerwith Zero Order Hold
approximation of the sampled signal for the remainder of the interval
20
iT < t < (i + 1)T. A zero-order hold is the most common although first and
fractional-order data holds are also used. A sampler and zero-order hold and
the associated outputs are shown in Figure 14.
The Z Transform
The Z transform is used in the analysis of discrete time systems for the
analogous reasons that the Laplace transform is used in linear continuous
systems -it makes the analysis easier. By taking the Lapace transform of the
impulse representation of a sampled signal as given by equation 2.1 5 we
arrive at:
Y*(s) = y(0) + y(T)e-Ts + y(2T)e-2Ts + (2.16)
In equation 2.16, the shifting property of the Laplace transform has been
used.
Using the definition
z = eTs (2.17)
Y*(s) may be rewritten as a function of z:
Y*(z) = y(0) + y(T) 1 + y(2T) 1 + . . . (2.18)
z z2
and Y*(z) is the Z transform of the function y*(t). As shown in equation 2.18,
1/z is a delay operator and represents a time delay of T. Thus the power series




corresponds to sampled values y(t) = 2, 3, 6, -2, 7. . . at t = 0, T, 2T, 3T, 4T. .
Tables of z transform pairs and further discussion of this discrete transform
can be found in references 10,13 and 14.
Difference Equations
The control algorithms of a digital control system are implemented by discrete
time approximations of their continuous counterparts. This is achieved by
using difference equation approximations for the derivative and integral
parts of the control law. First difference approximations are often used to





Similarily the second derivative of the error signal e(t) may be approximated
by using second difference equations (see Reference 14).
To approximate the integral term /e dt, the last approximation of the integral
up to time (k-1)T, given as vk-i is used. The
approximation vk up to some time
kT may be written as:
Vk
_




Vk^ + jek backward
rectangle rule (2.21)
vk = vu +T(ek-i + ek)/2
trapezoidal rule




ek + 1 -ek-1
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Any difference equation control algorithm is essentially acting as a digital
filter. It is quite different from an analog filter, since it is implemented using a
set of digital computer instructions rather than a physical circuit. As an
example, the ouput, Uk, of a PD (proportional-derivative) digital filter using
backward difference is given by
Uk = KPek + Kn(ek ek-i) (2.22)
T
For further information on control systems and digital control consult
references 10-16.
23
Ill DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The physical system under investigation is shown schematically in Figure 1 5.
An original is placed on the platen glass positioned at a fixed height in the z-
direction above the carriage. The carriage provides the relative scanning
motion in the xy plane between the original and the image sensor. The





FIGURE 15: Physical System
carriage rides on two precision-ground carbon steel shafts which are fixed to
the machine base. Five bearing surfaces support the carriage on the shafts.
This configuration prevents rotation of the carriage about the y and x axes.
Power transmission to the capstan is provided via a timing belt and pulley
24
from the drive motor (4: 1 drive ratio). The feedback device is a 1000 lines/rev
incremental encoder. Two encoder outputs, 90 degrees out of phase, yield a
quadrature output of position and an effective resolution of 4000 lines/rev. A
4-pole permanent-magnet DC motor is the prime mover. Specifications for
the drive components and manufacturer's literature on the motor/encoder
package are given in Appendix B.
Figure 16 shows a block diagram of the control and mechanical system
interactions. The control system produces the torque, Tmot0r, which sets the
mechanical system in motion. The dynamics of the mechanical system affect



























Figure 16:Control System /Mechanical Block Diagram
25
hardware is based on the Intel 80286 microprocessor which resides in a
personal computer. A prototype expansion board handles decoding of the
encoder output, digital to analog conversion, control loop timing, and assigns
communication addresses. Initialization of variables and generation of the
position and error commands are encoded in software (C language). Since the
position and error commands reside in software, an inherent flexibility in
customizing and optimizing these portions of the control system is allowed.
An external pulse-width modulated amplifier circuit, based upon the L298
integrated circuit, amplifies the error command to the motor.












and must then settle to an acceptable constant velocity before the image
sensor is activated.
The nominal velocity of the carriage depends upon the speed and resolution
of the imaging sensor. The nominal slow-scan velocity forthe scanning
device is 208 mm/s. This corresponds to a motor velocity of 51 rad/s. To
provide for 50 -200% image magnification, the carriage must be able to scan
one- half and twice the nominal velocity (104 and 416 mm/s respectively). The
motion requirements during the steady-state or imaging portion of the




For the scanning system under consideration, two distinct subsystems can be
identified. The mechanical subsystem includes several elements - scan
carriage, cables, drive belt and motor. The dynamics of these lumped
elements are readily described by the usual laws of classical mechanics and the
subsequent system of differential equations. The control subsystem
elements, however, are considered individually due to the nonlinear
behavior of some elements. Each function of the control subsystem is
represented by a block. By using the appropriate assumptions, a relationship
between the input and ouput variables of that block can be determined. The
reduction of the control system to a mathematical model demands that each
element and its behaviour be thoroughly understood. This section discusses in
detail how the control and mechanical subsytems are modelled.
Controls Model
The initial step in mathematically modeling the control nucleus of the
scanning system is a more specific definition
of its individual control
elementsMO-14]. Figure 18 elaborates on the single-block representation of
the control system initially given in Figure 16. Each block represents a
mathematical relationship between input and output variables. All variables
depicted are time-varying. This system has direct digital control of the motor
position, 01, and provides the forcing function torque necessary for input to
the system of differential equations that describe the dynamics of the
mechanical system. In turn, the dynamics of the mechanical system affect the
primary feedback loop variable
of motor shaft position, 0^ and also influence
28









































Figure 18:Controls Block Diagram
consists of a digital section and an analog section. The microprocessor
samples the motor encoder every Ts seconds (nominally 600psec) to obtain
the position feedback, f, and compares it to a position command, c . The
resulting discrete error, e, given by
e = f-c (4.1)
isthen digitally filtered using a proportional /derivative (PD) control law.
The discrete corrected or compensated error, up, which is output to the
Digital to Analog Converter, (DAC), can be expressed using the present value
of error, ek, and the previously sampled value,
en.
29
The result is expressed as
up = Kpek +_Kd_[ek-ek-i] (4.2)
Ts
where Kp is the proportional gain constant and Kd is the derivative gain
constant. This portion of the control system is encoded in software, thus the
derivative and proportional gain constants can be adjusted to optimize system
performance.
The discrete compensated error, up, computed by the microprocessor every Ts
seconds is then converted to an analog signal, u, by the D to A converter, DAC.
The modelled DAC has an eight-bit resolution and maximum output voltage
of 3.3 volts. Since it is a discrete device, the DAC can only recognize a limited
range of digital input values beyond which its output becomes saturated.
Thus the range of discrete compensated error enabled by the DAC is 28/2 or
128 encoder counts. A value above 128or below-128 will saturatethe
DAC and limit the output voltage to the amplifier. Since the D to A converter
must calculate an analog voltage, a computational delay of 10 microseconds
was also included in the representation of this control element.
Amplification of the analog error signal, u, is accomplished by a Pulse Width
Modulated amplifier (PWM) with a switching frequency of 20khz. This type
of amplifier, as the name suggests, modulates the width of the pulse sent to
the motor depending upon the level of error between the command and the
feedback. Appendix C explains the operation of this element in more detail.
The resulting ouput, Va, is the amplified
command signal applied to the motor
leads.
30
The modelling of the permanent magnet DC motor requires some simplifying
assumptionsti 1.15-19];
1 . Magnetic fieldflux,cb, created by the permanent magnets is
constant.
2. The torque developed is proportional to the magnetic field flux,
cb, and armature current, ia, given explicitly as
Tmotor = Ky dp ia (4.3)
3. Nonlinear affects, such as torque ripple due to the commutation
discrete poles are ignored.
4. Induced electromotive force (Back EMF) is proportional to motor







Figure 19: Motor Circuit
Vb = KeG0i (4.4)
The voltage which acts on the motor armature, Vm, is equal to the amplified
command voltage, Va, reduced by the back EMF voltage, Vb, generated in the
motor armature. Thus
Vm = Va Vb (4.5)
31
The motor armature may be modelled as an R-L circuit as represented in
Figure 19 with a driving voltage of Vm. The instantaneous potential
difference across the inductor is La dia /dt and that across the resistor is given
by Rm 'a- The sum of these potentials equals the applied voltage to the circuit
indicated by
Ladja + Rmia = Vm (4.6)
dt
Assuming initial conditions equal to zero, the Laplace transform of equation
4.6 results in:
(LaS + Rm)ia(s) = Vm (s) (4.7)
or rearranging:
LsM. = 1 (4.8)
Vm (S) (La S + Rm )
Thus the transfer function of the armature circuit is described by a first order
pole and can be written as
ia(s) = 1 (4.9)
Vm (s) Rm ( xes + 1 )
where xe is the electrical time constant of the motor circuit. Consequently, the
motor does not immediately respond to an input voltage due to armature lag.
Multiplying equation 4.9 by the torque constant, Kj , we arrive at an





The effective motor voltage is the applied voltage Va less the voltage
generated due to back EMF Vb given by
32
Vm(s) = Va(s) Vb(s) (4.11)
where the back EMF voltage can be written as
Vb(s) = KeCOi(s) (4.12)
Thus generated motor torque, Tmotor, in terms of the applied voltage and
rotational speed of the motor is
Tmotor(s) = (Va(s)-KpCOi(s)) Kt (4.13)
Rm(xeS+ 1)
Equation 4. 1 3 shows the dependence of motor torque, Tmotor, upon the input
voltage, Va, and rotational speed of the motor, coi, as well as a lag in response
due to the inductance of the armature windings. The driving torque, Tmotor,
is used as the forcing function in the system of differential equations that
describe the mechanical subsystem.
The last control element to be discussed is the encoder. Although this
element discretizes motor position, itwas treated as a constant -gain amplifier
element. At steady state, the lowest velocity of the motor is ~4 rev/sec. Th is
corresponds to a sample rate of the motor position at 1 6.4 khz. The nominal
sampling rate of the control system is 1 .67 khz. This 10:1 ratio is high enough
to prevent aliasing of the motor position.




Assuming sufficiently high belt and cable stiffness and neglecting carriage
and capstan dynamics, the mechanical subsystem may be represented by a
lumped inertia at the motor shaftHBJ
. Viscous and coloumb friction are the
resistive forces present. Denoting lm, B,Tf and Tmotor respectively as the
system-reflected inertia, damping coefficient, frictional torque and generated
motor torque, the differential equation of this simple mechanical model
reduces to
lmdco = -Bw Tf + Tmotor (4.14)
dt
where a) is the rotational velocity of the motor. Combining the frictional and
driving torque terms in a single term, TreS/ and taking the Laplace transform
yields
(lms + B)co(s) = Tres(s) (4.15)
from which
and as a result
co(s) = 1/(lms + B) (4.16)
Tres(s)
H(s) = coisi (4.17)
Tres(s)
Thus the transfer function, H (s), of the simple mechanical model is also a first
order pole and can be modelled as such. The block diagram of Figure 20
shows the motor and simple mechanical model. Motor position can be
obtained by simply integrating the velocity term. This simple model provides














Figure 20:Simple Mechanical Model - Block Diagram
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Mechanical Model
The primary concern of this investigation is the oscillatory response of the
scanner in the process direction, and as such, the following degrees of
freedom which are kinematically responsible for this motion are taken into
consideration:
1
.) Translation of the carriage in the x direction;
2.) Rotation of the motor about the x axis;
3.) Rotation of the capstan about the x axis;






FIGURE 15: Physical System
Rotation of the carriage about the x or y axis and linear movement in the z or
y directions is prohibited by a low-profile carriage, proper placement of the
bearing surfaces, and the tension of the drive cables which holds the carriage
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to the guide shafts. Figure 1 5 is reproduced so the reader may visualize these
degrees of freedom.
In the transition from the physical mechanical system to the mathematical
model, several simplifying assumption are made:
1. Natural frequencies of the idler pulleys are high (> 500 hz).
Previous work including these DOF in the model verified this
assumption.
2. Idler pulley masses are lumped with other significant masses:
2 lumped with capstan mass / 4 lumped with carriage mass
3. Rigid mountings i.e. pulley supports/ brackets no structural
deformation.
4. Only drive-side springs are included
5. Capstan /motor is constrained to rotate about the x axis.
6. Cable acts as linear spring, regardless of carriage position ( k
measured at 3 locationswithin 5%).
7 Rayleigh proportional damping is assumed @ 5%, consistant
throughout the model (translational DOF)
8. Friction coefficients are constant
9. The system is a lumped parameter model, with sufficient stiffness
in the carriage to avoid finite element analysis.
The lumped parameter, mathematical model for the translational DOF






Figure 21 : Lumped Parameter Mathematical Model (Translational DOF)
From the model depicted in Figure 21, the equations of motion forthe
translational DOF can readily be obtained[20-22]:
Motor:
MQi = Tmotor
-Ri[Ci(RiCO,-R2CO2) + Ki(Ri9i R202 ) ] Tfi (4.18)
Capstan:
l2d2 = R2(Ci (Rico, R2a)2) + K1(Ri0i-R202)l
-Rc[C2(RcO)2-V3) + K2(RC02-X3)] Tf2 (4.19)
Carriage Translation:




Capstan Assembly M2 c 12
Motor M
Carriage
Figure 22: Linearized Lumped Parameter Model (all DOF)
Figure 22 is a linear representation of Figure 21 and for completeness shows
the carriage rotational degree of freedom. The equation of motion for this
degree of freedom can be written as:
l3 a3 = (Di D2) [ C2/2 (Rcco2 -V3) + K2/2(RC02
- X3 ) ]
-C2/2(D21 + D22)C03 -K2/2(D2! + D22)03 Tf3 (4.21)
The above system of equations requires the determination of the mass,
damping and compliance coefficients before solutions can be generated.
Mass, inertial properites, as well as compliance coefficients, can be readily
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measured. Damping coefficients must be assumed, however, based upon
some knowledge of the system response. Mechanical scanning sytems, in
general, have fairly light damping (< 10%) and therefore Rayleigh
proportional damping of 5% critical was initially used in the simulation[24,25].
The physical constants for the control and mechanical subsystems are given in
Appendix D.
Assuming that the control system has a high bandwidth, i.e. the motor motion
can be thought of as the ground of the system, the eigenvalues and mode
shapes of the linear model can be determined by arranging the equations of
motion in vector form and solving for the eigenvalues of the system[23,24] As
shown qualitatively in Figure 23, the natural frequencies of vibration for the
remaining 3 degrees of freedom were found to be 56.2,95.3, and 310.3 hz.
The fundamental mode shape, as expected, shows the masses moving in phase
with a slight rotation of the carriage. The second mode is characterized by a
very pronounced rotation of the carriage and some additional out-of-phase
translational motion. The third mode shows a very large out -of-phase motion
of the translational degree of freedom.
The previous analysis proves beneficial in the design of the scanning system,
and aids in determining the cause of resonance problems. The mass and
compliance coefficients were actually measured on existing hardware, and
the confidence level of these results is much higher than those where the







































Simulation is a standard analysis tool, typically used in the evaluation of
hardware before the actual construction. It is an evergreen process. The
simulation model and its assumptions are frequently updated as empirical
results are gathered from the hardware. Utilizing the mathematical
formulations derived in the previous sections, two time-simulation models
were developed. By observing the initial transient response of the model to
a step and ramp input and noting the effect of the control parameters, Kd, Kp
and TS/ correlations can be made as to how the actual system will perform and
what parameter values could optimize the response.
The primary modeling software used was Advanced Continuous Simulation
Language or ACSL. ACSL isdesigned for modelling and evaluating the
response of discrete systems described by time-dependent, linear or nonlinear
differential equations. The user can select from a variety of integration
algorithms such as Adams-Moulton variable-step and variable-order
algorithm, Runge-Kutta algorithms or Gear's Stiff algorithm. The integration
routine used in this case was a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. This
software package has a several useful functions such as PULSE, STEP and
REALPLwhich can be used to model a pulse train, step function and first-order
pole, respectively. More examples and features of this simulation language
can be found in reference 26. Appendix E containsthe ACSL simulation
model of the scanning system described in this
investigation.
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A second simulation tool, based on physical emulation, was also used to
reinforce the modeling results. Dynamic Analysis and Design System software
(DADS) isdesigned to model specifically-defined mechanical and control
systems. DADS contains an assortment of predefined elements which can be
connected together using joints, nodes, or constraints to develop the
simulation model. User-defined elements can be included, but this requires a
mathematical description of the element and the ability to code it in
FORTRAN. DADS has several methods of analysis - kinematic, dynamic, static,
inverse dynamic, and assembly analysis - which can be implemented
depending upon the type of problem and modeling objectives. Reference 26
provides a thorough description of DADS. Appendix F contains the DADS
model of the scanning system described in this investigation.
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VI RESULTS
In this section the response of the simulation models to various inputs and the
corresponding experimental verifications and correlations are discussed.
The most common input used to characterize the response of a system is the
step input. For the simple mechanical model described in Figure 20, the
nominal parameter values of Kd = 150, Kp= 16 and Ts = 0.6 msec were used.
Figure 24 shows the ACSL simulation response of motor position to a 500
count step input. Figure 25 shows the DADS simulation response of motor
position to the same input. Both simulations indicate that the overall step
response is well damped with very little oscillation after the intial overshoot.
The final value also appears to be nearly the same (0.785 radians). The same
parameters were used in both models and consequently the subtle differences
in these two simulations is due to the different solution methods incorporated
by each simulation software.
The ACSL simulation motor step response for the full system model is given in
Figure 26. Figure 27 shows the experimental motor step response of the
actual scanner hardware. Table 1 lists the comparison of dynamic
characteristics for the simulation and experimental step responses. Overall
the comparison is quite good. However the difference in overshoot
between
the simulation and experimental results is due to
experimental error and the
estimation of damping used in the simulation.
It is interesting to note the
small
"knee"
during the acceleration period
in Figure 27, which is replicated
in the simulation result. This particular
nuance was not captured in the simple
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Figure 25: Simple Model Motor Step
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Figure 27: Motor Step Response
- Experimental Result
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The ACSL simulation results at nominal parameter values for a ramp response
of motor and carriage position are shown in Figures 28a and 28b. The results
forthe experimental ramp responses are shown in Figure 29a and Figure 29b.
These responses further verify the correlation between the ACSL simulation
































Table 1:F ull Model Step Response
Comparison
The effects of varying the proportional and
derivative gain constants were
















Figure 28a: Motor Ramp Response - ACSL Simulation
reduced the amount of oscillation observed in the ramp transient. However,
an excessive amount of derivative gain causes the system to become unstable
(the nominal value of 1 50 was optimum). The effect of increasing the
proportional constant can tend to destablize the system as well; the nominal
value of 1 6 was acceptable.
The effect of increasing the sampling period, Ts, tended to destablize the
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Figure 28b: Carriage Ramp Response - ACSL Simulation
portion of the scan. Thedestabilization was predicted in the model as shown
in Figures 30 (simulation result) and 31 (experimental result).
From the mathematical model, the natural frequencies of vibration for the 3
DOF model were presented in Figure 23 and were estimated at 56.2, 95.3, and
310.3 hz, respectively. The frequency response of the translational DOF of
the mechanical system was obtained by adding a discrete sinusoidal
disturbance in the motion controller and monitoring the carriage response
during the scanning process. The result in Figure
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Figure 29b: Carriage Ramp Response
- Experimental Result
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responses at 55 and 300 hz in the vicinity (within 2. 1 and 3.3 % respectively )
of those predicted by the translational DOF in the vibration model. The
figure also shows a peak-type response at 28 hz which is a subharmonic of the
fundamental frequency at 55 hz. The presence of subharmonics in the
response tends to verify the nonlinearity of the real system. The less noticible
peak response at 93 hz coincides with the predicted carriage rotational mode.
The last set of experimental results gives the vibration spectra of the carriage
motion in terms of velocity error in mm/s at the steady state speeds of
operation. These results are given in Figures 33a 33c. The results of Figure
33 are compared to the motion specification developed in Figure 6. They show
bearing noise, belt tooth noise and other excitations not modelled in the
computer simulations. Appendix G gives these excitations in tabular form.
The cutoff design goal of 0.56 % velocity error 0-peak is shown on Figures
33a-33c. This corresponds to a tolerable error limit of 0.58, 1.16, and 2.32
mm/s for carriage velocities of 104, 208 and 416 mm/s respectively. The
motion error observed for the nominal and higher velocities waswithin the
specification, however an excitation at the lowest velocity exceeded the
specification. Figure 33a shows that at 54.4 hz (0.52 cyc/mm), the error
amplitude is 0.602 mm/s, just above the specification of 0.58 mm/s. This error
is due mostly to torque ripple
observed in the motor motion. The torque
ripple is caused by the rotation of the 1 3 discrete armature
segments in the
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The experimental results given in the previous section reinforce the use of
computer simulations as a viable method in determining the characteristics
and response of a dynamical system to various inputs before any actual
hardware is constructed. The simulation resultswere verified and refined as
data was available from the actual hardware. These results are helpful in
determining the optimum control parameters and their respective operating
windows. The simple mechanical model of Figure 20 did not adequately
describe the scanning device dynamics and the higher-order mechanical
system model of Figure 21 was obviously preferred
From the model of the mechanical subsystem, mode shapes and natural
frequencieswere identified. The natural frequencies associated with the
translational degrees of freedom were verified using empirical data from the
actual hardware. This model was useful in describing the system dynamics
and when used in conjunction with the control subsystem model, it can be
used to characterize the response of the system to a variety of inputs that are
typically encountered in a working environment.
In addition to the response of the system to prescribed inputs, the software
simulations presented here can readily yield valuable information pertaining
to the transient response and the optimization of control parameters. One
drawback, however, is that they fail to yield accurate data in regards to
steady-state characteristics. For steady-state information, a measurement of
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vibration characteristics must be made (Figures 33a-33c) and compared to the
steady-state motion specifications.
The dynamics of the scanning device were within the steady-state motion
specification for the nominal and 50% magnification speeds, as shown in
Figures 33b and 33c. At the lowest carriage speed (~104mm/s, Figure 33a), a
disturbance at 54.4 hz (0.52 cyc/mm) exceeded the steady-state motion
specification. The source of this disturbance was due to the motor
construction. The motor has 1 3 rotor segments which must be commutated.
The resulting torque variations due to the commutation show up as velocity
variations at a frequency equal to the thirteenth multiple of the motor speed.
In addition, the frequency of this commutation also falls close to the
fundamental natural frequency of the mechanical subsystem (55 hz) and is
thus amplified by the system. The severity of this potential image distortion
depends upon the downstream image applications as well as the output
process. The steady
- state motion requirement at one frequency has been
exceeded, but the true indication whether or not the level of this disturbance
is acceptable is the actual scanned image.
For the most part, the steady-state vibration measurements of Figures
33a-
33c compared to the motion goal of Figure 6, indicate that the scanning
device should yield acceptable images. The majority of disturbances were
well below the motion specifications. The single frequency disturbance that
was above the visible level ( 0.58% velocity error at 0.52 cyc/mm) fell outside
the most sensitive frequency range of 0.6
- 1 .2 cyc/mm. The motion design
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goals of Figures 5 and 6 were initially based upon the visual threshold data of
Hamerly and SpringerO] . Since their data are psychophysical in nature, there
is some margin of error The determination of acceptable vibration levels in
an electronic image is a very difficult task and the method presented here is
an attempt to show how to arrive at such a specification.
In summary, computer simulations are necessary in the design of dynamic
systems. In the product development environment, the simulation process is
a very useful , albeit iterative tool. Assumptions are constantly being
updated to reflect design changes and new data collected from prototype
hardware. Feasibility studies and optimization can be performed before
expensive prototypes are built. Simulations build confidence in the design,
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The conversion from peak-to-peak positional error (Figure 5) to percent
velocity error 0-peak (Figure 6):
e: Maximum absolute positional error in microns, peak-peak
E: Maximum absolute positional error in microns, 0-peak
V0: Process velocity of scanner in mm/s
Assuming sinusoidal variation, X, of the carriage position from the nominal:
X = E sin cot
Xe max = E
e= 2E
Velocity error as a function of time is given by:
dX/dt = Eco cos cot
Thus the maximum velocity error amplitude 0-pk is:
Vemax = Ego
Temporal frequency, ft hz, is related to spatial frequency, fs, cyc/mm by:
ft = fsV0 and go = 2n ft = 2nfsVQ
% velocity error AC / DC
Verro-pk = 100% Eco/1000Vo
= O.lenfs %
For example take fs = 0.1 cyc/mm and e






Specifications for the main drive components are as follows:
Capstan Pulley : 88 tooth, 0.028m radius
Capstan Proper : 0.01 55m radius cable wrap
Motor Pulley : 22 tooth, 0.007m radius
: Kelvar 0.8 mm pitch, Stock Drive Products
: 1 .22mm diameter, Bergen Cable Co., Posilign Cable
: Roller bearing type 1 1 rolling elements, r = 12.7mm






Peak Rated Torque 50.1 oz-in
Rated Torque 1 1.1 oz-in




Armature Inductance 3.3 mhy
Peak Current 5.9 amps




Friction Torque 0.81 oz-in
Inertia 0.49oz-in-s2x10-3
Mechanical Time Constant 4.9 msec
Electrical Time constant 0.62 msec
Power Rate 1 .79 Kw/sec
Torque Inertia Ratio 22600 rad/s2
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Encoder : Yaskawa Motors, 1000 line/rev, 2 phase
Encoder Specifications




Output Signal 4 V min
Rise Time 2 psec











Frequency Range 15 khz
Illumination Source LED
Sensor Photdiode





The PulseWidth Modulated amplifier, PWM, is a highly efficient switching
transistor amplifier and outputs a fixed amplitude pulse whose width is
proportional to the input signal,u, within the saturation limits of the
amplifier. Operating at a high switching frequency, fS/ enables low power
dissipation and low-cost operation. A block diagram of the input and output














pulse width (functionally defined below)















h, MOTOR INERTIA Kg-m2 0.36635E-5
l2/ CAPSTAN INERTIA Kg-m2 0.81303E-4
M3, CARRIAGE MASS Kg 1.299
l3, CARRIAGE INERTIA Kg-m2 0.04838
lm, REFLECTED INERTIA TO MOTOR Kg-m2 2.9816E-5
K1# MOTOR BELT SPRING CONSTANT N/m 181507
K2, DRIVE CABLE SPRING CONSTANT N/m 260568
C1, MOTOR BELT DAMPING N/m/s 49.891
C2, DRIVE CABLE DAMPING N/m/s 77.293
B, VISCOUS DAMPING Nms 2.0904E-5
Rl, MOTOR PULLEY RADIUS m 0.007
R2, CAPSTAN PULLEY RADIUS m 0.028
Rc, CAPSTAN RADIUS m 0.01611
Tf1# MOTOR FRICTION Nm 5.7199E-3
Tf2, CAPSTAN/CABLE FRICTION Nm 0.05375
Ff3, CARRIAGE FRICTION N 4.5
Tf4, CARRIAGE ROTATION FRICTION Nm 1.297
Di,CG OF CARR TO INBOARD MOUNT m 0.2826
D2,CG OF CARR TO OUTBOARD MOUNT m 0.2937
Ke, MOTOR BACK EMF CONSTANT (V/Rad/s) 0.061
KT, MOTOR TORQUE CONSTANT (Nm/A) 0.0607
Rm, MOTOR WINDING RESISTANCE (OHMS) 5.3
La, MOTOR WINDING INDUCTANCE (HENRIES) 0.0033
Vmax, D/A CONVERTER MAX OUTPUT (VOLTS) 3.33
Ndac D/A CONVERTER RESOLUTION (BITS)
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Vs, PWM SUPPLY VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 24
VSat, PWM SATURATION INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 5
Table 2: Physical Constants
Control Subsystem Parameters:
Obtained from product specifications.
Mechanical Subsystem Parameters:
Mass and stiffness values were measured on prototype hardware.
Damping coefficients were calculated using Raleigh proportional damping.








"DISCRETE TIME / CONTROLS AND MECHANICAL MODEL FOR SCAN SYSTEM
"
SIMULATION"
"CYCLOIDAL RAMP/VERSED SIN RAMP GENE ROGALSKI 1/4/89
"MECHANICAL MODEL /LINEAR RAMP COMMAND GENE ROGALSKI 12/20/88
"
"CONTROL/PWM/STEP COMMAND MIKE BOYACK 9/6/88





CONSTANT PWMOD .TRUE. $
CONSTANT ENSTP
.TRUE. $
CONSTANT RAMTYP= 1 $
CONSTANT KP 16 $
CONSTANT KD 150 $
CONSTANT VM 3.33 $
CONSTANT NDAC = 8 $
CONSTANT FREQ 20000 $
CONSTANT VS 24 S
CONSTANT SAT 5 $
CONSTANT LMOT 0.0033 $
CONSTANT RMOT 5.3 $




CONSTANT 11 0.36635E-5 $
CONSTANT 12 0.81303E-4 $
CONSTANT M3 1.299 $
CONSTANT 13 0.04838 $
CONSTANT 01 0.2826 $
CONSTANT D2 0.2937 $
CONSTANT Rl 0.007 $
CONSTANT R2 0.028 $
CONSTANT RC 0.01611 $
CONSTANT Cl 49.891 $
CONSTANT C2 77.293 $
CONSTANT Kl 181507. $
CONSTANT K2 260568. $
CONSTANT PP1 5.7199E-3 $
CONSTANT PP2 0.05375 $
CONSTANT PP3 4.5 $
CONSTANT PP4 1.297 $
CONSTANT TRAMF> 0.0601 $
CONSTANT VO 103.2899 s
"MODEL PWM STAGE WHEN
TRUE"
"COMMAND STEP WHEN TRUE ELSE
RAMP"





















"MOTOR BACK EMF CONSTANT
(V/Rad/s)"
"MOTOR MOMENT OF INERTIA
(Kg-m2)"






"CG OF CARR TO INBOARD MOUNT
(m)"












"MOTOR BELT SPRING CONSTANT
(N/m)"




























$ "COMMAND EXECUTION TIME
(SECONDS)"
$ "SINUSOIDAL EXCITATION FREQUENCY
(Hz)"






















INITIALIZE PSEUDO STATE VARIABLES-






















IF (VCHOP. GT. SAT) VCHOP SAT
IF (VCHOP. LT. -SAT) VCHOP -SAT
DELTA - 0.5 (l/(2SAT))*VCHOP
WIDTH (1/FREQ) (1 DELTA)







VA RSW( PWMOD, VAMOD, VAC) $
"
VA VAMOD IF PWMOD .TRUE.
"




TORQ KTQ * IMOT
VB KEMF VI



















VI *(C1)*R1*R1 XI (K1)*R1R1.




+ VI *C1*R1*R2 + XI *K1*R1*R2...
V2 *(C2RC*RC+C1,R2R2) X2 (K1*R2*R2+K2RC'RC)
.




+ V2 *C2RC + X2 *K2*RC. . .
V3 *C2 X3 *K2 P3
CARRIAGE ROTATIONAL EQUATION
FR4
+ (D1-D2)*(C2*(V2RC-V3) + K2(X2*RC -X3))/2..
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MOTOR FORCING FUNCTIONS-POSITION COMMANDS
STEP -COMSTP
VELOCITY RAMPS- COMRAM
SET VARIABLE RAMTYP 1,2 OR 3 AVAILABLE TYPES:
1 LINEAR RAMP / 2 CYCLOIDAL RAMP / 3 VERSED SINE RAMP
PROCEDURAL(COMRAM=V0 , T , TRAMP . RAMTYP )
I F(T.LE. TRAMP. AND. RAMTYP. EQ. 1) ...
COMRAM
STEP(TZ),(V0'(T)"2/TRAMP'(NENC/PI))
IF(T.LE. TRAMP. AND. RAMTYP. EQ.2). . .
COMRAM
STEP(TZ)*VO*(T-TRAMP'SIN(PIT/TRAMP)/PI)'(NENC/PI)
I F(T.LE. TRAMP. AND. RAMTYP. EQ. 3) . . .
COMRAM








POSCOM RSW(ENSTP, COMSTP, COMRAM)
"POSCOM COMSTP IF ENSTP
"POSCOM COMRAM IF ENSTP









IF(T.LE.TRAMP. AND. RAMTYP. EQ.l). . .
CARVEL V3CMT/TRAMP
I F(T.LE. TRAMP. AND. RAMTYP. EQ.2). . .
CARVEL V3CM(T-COS(PIT/TRAMP))/2
I F(T.LE. TRAMP. AND. RAMTYP. EQ. 3). . .
CARVEL
V3CM*(T/TRAMP SIN(2PI*T/TRAMP)/(2*PI ) )
IF(T.GT. TRAMP). . .
CARVEL V3CM
END $ "OF PROCEDURAL"
-CARRIAGE VELOCITY ERROR-
VELERR V3 CARVEL
-START OF IMAGE MARKER---
PROCEDURAL(SOIM=X3)















UP KP E + KD * (E EP)







SCHEDULE THE DAC BLOCK FOR
"
OUTPUT AFTER COMP DELAY
















IF (U .GT. USAT) U USAT





















Simulation of a discrete
Gene Rogalski 2/16/90
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CARRIAGE VELOCITY mm/sec 104 208 416
CAPSTAN VELOCITY rad/sec
16.1 1 mm radius
6.46 12.91 25.82
CAPSTAN VELOCITY rev/sec

















Table 3: E xcitation Sou rces
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